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Understanding the dual roles of demographic and selective processes in the buildup of population divergence is one of the most

challenging tasks in evolutionary biology. Here, we investigated the demographic history of Atlantic salmon across the entire

species range using 2035 anadromous individuals from North America and Eurasia. By combining results from admixture graphs,

geo-genetic maps, and an Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) framework, we validated previous hypotheses pertaining

to secondary contact between European and Northern American populations, but also identified secondary contacts in European

populations from different glacial refugia. We further identified the major sources of admixture from the southern range of North

America into more northern populations along with a strong signal of secondary gene flow between genetic regional groups.

We hypothesize that these patterns reflect the spatial redistribution of ancestral variation across the entire North American

range. Results also support a role for linked selection and differential introgression that likely played an underappreciated role

in shaping the genomic landscape of species in the Northern hemisphere. We conclude that studies between partially isolated

populations should systematically include heterogeneity in selective and introgressive effects among loci to perform more rigorous

demographic inferences of the divergence process.
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Salmo salar.

An understanding of demographic history, accounting for puta-

tively alternating periods of isolation and gene flow among popu-

lations, is fundamental for accurate population genetic inferences.

In particular, the genomic makeup of present day populations in

the northern hemisphere is expected to be largely influenced by

population splits and secondary contacts linked to climatic os-

cillations during the last quaternary glaciations (Bernatchez and

Wilson 1998; Hewitt 2000). Yet, elucidating the degree to which

the contemporary distribution of genetic variation within species

reflects these historical divergence processes is challenging. Un-
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der the genic view of speciation, during allopatric phases, pop-

ulations can randomly accumulate genetic Dobhzansky–Muller

incompatibilities and other genetic barriers to gene flow due to

genetic drift and selection (Wu 2001; Harrison and Larson 2016).

Following secondary contact, gene flow is expected to partially

or entirely erode past genetic differentiation outside of barrier

regions. Depending on the balance between levels of gene flow

following secondary contact and the number of accumulated bar-

riers, heterogeneous landscapes of genetic divergence may arise

(Wu 2001; Wolf and Ellegren 2016). Indeed, recent empirical

population genomics studies have documented the near ubiquity

of the heterogeneous landscape of differentiation across a contin-

uum of increasing divergence (Seehausen et al. 2014; Wolf and

Ellegren 2016).
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Early studies used genome scans to identify islands of differ-

entiation (Feder et al. 2012; Seehausen et al. 2014) and described

a conceptual model of divergence with gene flow. Under such

models of divergence hitchhiking gene flow keeps eroding ge-

netic differentiation outside of selected regions while selective

sweeps involved in local adaptation and linked neutral variants

will show higher level of differentiation (Via and West 2008;

Feder et al. 2012; Flaxman et al. 2013). However, allopatric diver-

gence followed by secondary contact, whereby gene flow erodes

past genetic differentiation in region without barrier loci or where

gene flow is less effective (Barton and Bengtsson 1986), can pro-

duce the same patterns (e.g., Gagnaire et al. 2013; Burri et al.

2015; Roux et al. 2016; Rougemont et al. 2017; Rougeux et al.

2017). Moreover, the link between heterogeneity of differentia-

tion and the role of gene flow during divergence is increasingly

questioned. Indeed, various linked selective process such as hitch-

hiking of neutral alleles linked to a selective sweep, especially in

regions of low recombination, can produce similar pattern (Noor

and Bennett 2009; Cruickshank and Hahn 2014). Similarly, back-

ground selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993) can contribute to this

heterogeneous genomic landscape of divergence. The effect of

linked selection is a reduction in polymorphism at sites harboring

positive as well as deleterious variants and at surrounding sites.

The intensity of this process will mostly be determined by local re-

combination rate variation and the density of selected sites within

the region (Kaplan et al. 1989; Nordborg et al. 1996; Payseur and

Nachman 2002; Burri 2017). Linked selection can be seen as an

increase in genetic drift and thus be modeled as a local reduction

of effective population size (Ne). Under these linked selective pro-

cesses, Ne will be reduced in genomic areas of low recombination

relatively to regions of higher recombination (Hill and Robertson

1966; Charlesworth et al. 1993). Neglecting such selective effects

can lead to biased demographic inferences (Ewing and Jensen

2016; Schrider et al. 2016). Therefore, a modeling approach that

jointly allows for local genomic variation in effective popula-

tion size and migration rate can improve our understanding of

the demographic processes at play during population divergence.

Tools such as approximate Bayesian computations (Tavaré et al.

1997; Beaumont et al. 2002) allow for the simulation of com-

plex models of divergence history and new methods have been

developed to model genome-wide heterogeneity in levels of in-

trogression (Roux et al. 2013; Sousa et al. 2013; Tine et al. 2014),

as well as local variation in effective population size (Christe

et al. 2016; Roux et al. 2016; Rougeux et al. 2017). Together,

these approaches provide an understanding of the joint effects of

barrier loci reducing migration rate and of linked selection reduc-

ing local effective population size and will lead to more rigorous

demographic inferences of population divergence processes.

Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) is a particularly relevant model

to study the interactions of contemporary and historical factors

leading to heterogeneous landscapes of divergence. Distributed

throughout the North Atlantic, both in Eastern North America

and Europe, it undergoes long anadromous migrations to feed at

sea at the adult stage before returning to natal rivers for spawning

(Quinn 1993). Such homing behavior results in reduced gene

flow at both local and regional scales that in turn translates into

fine-scale spatial structure and a pattern of isolation by distance,

which may also facilitate the establishment of local adaptation

(Taylor 1991; Dionne et al. 2008; Perrier et al. 2011; Primmer

2011). Accordingly, a large body of literature has been devoted to

documenting both the population genetic structure of this species

(e.g., Vasemägi et al. 2005; Palstra et al. 2007; Perrier et al. 2011;

Bourret et al. 2013; Moore et al. 2014) and effective population

sizes (e.g., Palstra et al. 2009; Ferchaud et al. 2016).

Previous studies have also revealed a pronounced conti-

nental divergence between European populations and Northern

American populations using various molecular markers (Cutler

et al. 1991; Bourke 1997; King et al. 2007; Bourret et al. 2013).

These studies suggested that continental divergence likely started

600,000–700,000 YBP (Nilsson et al. 2001; King et al. 2007).

However, European alleles from mtDNA and allozymes have been

found to segregate at low frequencies among American popula-

tions from Newfoundland and Labrador (Verspoor et al. 2005;

King et al. 2007), suggesting subsequent intercontinental genetic

exchanges. At the continental scale, European populations likely

split following the Last Glacial Maxima (LGM) around 18,000

YPB, following expansion from putative southern refugia in the

Iberian peninsula and other nonglaciated areas further north (King

et al. 2007). Recent studies (King et al. 2007; Bourret et al.

2013; Bradbury et al. 2015) also support such a historical sce-

nario whereby salmon populations may have diverged in multiple

refugia within Europe, and whether these populations have come

into secondary contact has not yet been resolved. In contrast to the

pronounced regional level of population genetic structure among

European populations, studies on North American populations

have revealed comparatively lower genetic diversity and lower

levels of genetic differentiation (King et al. 2007; Bourret et al.

2013).

Despite the plethora of population genetics studies mentioned

above, none have performed demographic inferences to explicitly

test and compare alternative scenarios of divergence. Neverthe-

less, these inferences are key to understanding the process of

divergence and should ideally take into account among-loci vari-

ability in genetic drift and effective migration (Roux et al. 2016).

Here, we explicitly tackled this issue and reconstructed the diver-

gence history of Atlantic salmon across its whole native range.

We took advantage of two previously published datasets focused

on describing patterns of population genetic structure (Bourret

et al. 2013; Moore et al. 2014) and performed more in-depth

analysis of demographic inference that was not possible before.
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In addition to classical population genetic analyses, we used an

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) framework and com-

pared alternative models of population divergence that integrated

genome-wide variation in both effective population size and mi-

gration rate to jointly account for the effect of linked selection and

barriers to gene flow. The use of ABC was justified for the fol-

lowing reasons. First, coalescent approaches, as implemented in

an ABC framework, and diffusion approximation methods (e.g.,

Gutenkunst et al. 2009) are, to the best of our knowledge, the

only way to perform explicit demographic modeling. Second,

inferences that explicitly take into account among-loci hetero-

geneity in migration rate and drift are only implemented in an

ABC framework (Roux et al. 2016) or in dadi (e.g., Rougemont

et al. 2017; Rougeux et al. 2017). However, diffusion approxima-

tion methods may fail to correctly explore the parameter space as

the complexity of tested demographic scenarios increases and this

approach also requires bootstrap methods to estimates confidence

intervals around estimated parameters, making it no faster than

coalescent-based ABC methods. Finally, the flexibility of ABC

further allowed us to account for ascertainment bias present in our

dataset and, more generally, it allows users to account for various

ascertainment schemes.

Methods
SAMPLING AND GENOTYPING

A total of 2080 individuals representing 77 locations across the

whole native range of Atlantic salmon were merged from two

studies (Bourret et al. 2013; Moore et al. 2014; Fig. S1, Table S1)

that resulted in a dataset with a total of 5087 loci from a SNP

array previously developed at the Centre for Integrative Genet-

ics (CIGENE) in Norway. All details from the SNP discovery as

well as quality control and ascertainment bias in North American

populations are fully described in Bourret et al. (2013) and de-

tailed below in the ABC section on ascertainment bias. Genotypes

were further filtered by excluding individuals with more than 5%

missing genotypes (45 individuals removed) as well as SNPs with

a lower than 95% genotyping rate resulting in a final dataset of

2035 individuals and 5034 SNPs. Basic summary statistics (i.e.,

Ho, He, pairwise FST were computed globally and for each lo-

cus using custom R scripts and the Hierfstat package (Goudet

2005). Finally, an analysis of molecular variance quantifying the

hierarchical distribution of genetic variability between continent,

among populations within continent and within populations was

performed with Arlequin 3.5.1.2 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010).

PATTERNS OF BROAD POPULATION GENETIC

STRUCTURE AND ADMIXTURE

We first visualized population genetic relationships among indi-

viduals using a principal component analysis using the R pack-

age ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007) based on the whole dataset.

Second, we inferred levels of ancestry and admixture propor-

tions of individuals using the snmf function implemented in the

R package LEA (Frichot and François 2015). K-values rang-

ing between one and 60 were tested and cross-validations were

obtained using the cross-entropy criterion with 5% of masked

genotypes. The default value for the regularization parameter

was used to avoid forcing individuals into groups and hence

underestimating admixture. Maps of ancestry coefficients were

drawn in R following recommendations available elsewhere

(Caye et al. 2016).

DEMOGRAPHIC INFERENCE

Inferring population splits and sources of admixture
We combined TreeMixv1.12 (Pickrell and Pritchard 2012), f3-test

(Reich et al. 2009), and Spacemix (Bradburd et al. 2016) to iden-

tify population splits and admixture as well as the most likely

source(s) of admixture. We first mapped the SNPs on to the At-

lantic salmon reference genome, as detailed in Note S1.Treemix

analyses were performed using regional genetic groups defined in

Bourret et al. (2013) as well as Moore et al. (2014) and comple-

mented by our own clustering analysis (Table S1). This pooling

strategy further allowed to reduce the noise due to ongoing gene

flow between neighboring rivers and to simplify the visualization

of the tree to test up to 20 migration events. Second, we used

the f3-statistical tests with bootstraps in blocks of 100 SNPs to

more formally test for admixture (Reich et al. 2009). Finally, we

used a spatial framework for inference of the geogenetic positions

of populations with their most probable source and direction of

admixture implemented in the R package Spacemix as a comple-

ment to Treemix. We estimated together the population locations

as well as the extent of admixture. Parameter settings strictly fol-

lowed those implemented by the authors for the study of human

populations (Bradburg et al. 2016). Analyses were performed us-

ing the covariance-matrix on the full dataset. The convergence of

the runs was checked using functions provided in the Spacemix

package.

Explicit modeling: Coalescent analyses
and approximate Bayesian computation
A recently developed ABC framework (Roux et al. 2013, 2016)

was used to perform explicit modeling of divergence history

while incorporating the effects of selection at linked sites af-

fecting Ne and differential introgression (m). This framework

was modified to test the effect of ascertainment bias on model

choice.

Demographic scenarios were tested on a subset of popu-

lations representative of the major genetic groups identified in

Bourret et al. (2013) for Europe, Moore et al. (2014) for North

America and in this study (Table S1) and pairwise comparison
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Figure 1. Representation of the demographic scenarios compared in this study: Strict Isolation (SI), Isolation with constant Migration

(IM) Ancient Migration (AM) and Secondary Contact (SC). All models share the following parameters: Tsplit: number of generation of

divergence (backwards in time). Nanc, N1, N2: effective population size of the ancestral population, of the first and second daughter

population compared. M1 and M2 represent the effective migration rates per generation with m the proportion of population made of

migrants from the other populations. Tam is the number of generations since the two populations have diverged without gene flow. Tsc

is the number of generations since the populations have started exchanging alleles (secondary contact) after a period of isolation.

of divergence scenarios was performed as detailed below. Four

scenarios characterized by a set of demographic parameters and

assumptions were compared (Fig. 1). These include a model of

strict isolation (SI), a model of divergence with migration during

the first generations of divergence or ancestral migration (AM), a

model of isolation with migration (IM) and a model of secondary

contact (SC). The SI model assumes an instantaneous split at Tsplit

of an ancestral population of size NANC into two daughter popula-

tions of constant size Npop1 and Npop2 and no gene flow. The AM

model assumes an instantaneous split of the ancestral population

followed by a period of gene flow from Tsplit to Tam and then a

period without gene flow until the present date. The IM model as-

sumes that after Tsplit, the two daughter populations continuously

exchange genes at a constant rate each generation. The SC model

assumes an initial period of strict isolation without gene flow after

Tsplit and is followed by a period of secondary contact Tsc gen-

erations ago that is still ongoing. The IM, AM, and SC models

included migration as M = 4 N0.m, with M 1←2being the number

of migrants from population 2 to population 1 and M2←1being

the reciprocal. Then heterogeneity of migration and of effective

population size was modeled using beta distributions as hyper-

prior on each of these two parameters. For each model, 1 × 106

simulations of datasets matching the sample size of each locus

in each pair-wise dataset was performed using msnsam (Ross-

Ibarra et al. 2008) a modified version of the coalescent simulator

ms (Hudson 2002) under an infinite-site mutation model. Large

and uninformative priors were drawn as follows: priors for the

divergence time (Tsplit/4Ne) were uniformly sampled on the in-

terval [0–30], so that Tam, Tsc, and Tsi were constrained to be

chosen within this interval. For homogeneous Ne, NANC, NPop1,

and NPop2 were sampled independently and uniformly on the in-

terval [0–20]. For the homogeneous version of the migration rate,

M was sampled on the interval [0–40] independently for each

direction of migrations. Heterogeneity in introgression rate was

modeled using a beta distribution as a hyper prior shaped by two

parameters; α randomly sampled on the interval [0–20] and β
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randomly sampled on the interval [0–200]. A value was then in-

dependently assigned to each locus. For heterogeneity of Ne, α

percent of loci shared a common value uniformly sampled on the

interval [0–1] and represents the proportion of loci assumed to

evolve neutrally. Then a proportion 1–α was assumed to evolve

nonneutrally. Their Ne values were thus drawn from a beta dis-

tribution defined on the interval [0–20], as defined on the homo-

geneous version. Ne values were independently drawn for NANC,

N1, and N2 but shared the same shape parameters (Roux et al.

2016). Priors were generated using a Python version of priorgen

software (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2008) and a panel of commonly used

summary statistics (Fagundes et al. 2007; Roux et al. 2013) was

computed using mscalc (Ross-Ibarra et al. 2008, 2009; Roux et al.

2011).

Accounting for ascertainment bias in model choice
The SNP array used in this study potentially possesses ascer-

tainment bias due to (i) the unbalanced representation of Eu-

ropean versus North American individuals in the ascertainment

panel used during SNPs discovery, and (ii) the use of a minor

allele frequency (MAF) cutoff that is expected to bias clus-

tering algorithms (Guillot and Foll 2009). To account for this

potential bias, we generated a pipeline that consisted of in-

tentionally biasing the distribution of the site frequency spec-

trum (SFS) from each simulated dataset (described in detail

in Note S1). This procedure allowed us to produce simulated

datasets with a distribution of allele frequency resembling those

observed in each of our empirical datasets. To ultimately ad-

dress the potential confounding effect of ascertainment bias,

we also performed demographic inference using only the sub-

set of SNPs derived from both European and North American

samples.

ABC: Model selection
A total of 14 models were tested: four alternative models for IM,

AM, SC hereafter called NhomoMhomo (for Homogeneous Ne

and Homogeneous migration along the genome); NhomoMhetero

(for Homogeneous Ne and Heterogeneous migration along the

genome); NheteroMhomo (for Heterogeneous Ne and hetero-

geneous migration along the genome) and NheteroMhetero

(for Heterogeneous Ne and heterogeneous migration along the

genome); and two alternative models for SI that is Nhomo

or Nhetero. First, the 14 models were all compared together

at the same time using ABC based on a set of 19 summary

statistics (described in Note S1). Posterior probabilities were

computed by retaining the 3500 “best” simulations (out of 14

× 1 million) during the rejection step, those were weighted by

an Epanechnikov kernel peaking when Sobs = Ssim and a neural

network was used for the rejection step. Fifty neural networks

were used for training with 15 hidden layers. Ten replicates were

performed to compute an average posterior probability for each

model. Finally, we compared the best secondary contact models

against the two remaining alternatives PSC and BSC. Each time,

the same model selection procedure was repeated. The R package

“abc” (Csilléry et al. 2012) was used for the model choice

procedure.

Robustness
The robustness, which is defined as the probability P of correctly

classifying a model M given a posterior probability threshold X,

was assessed using pseudo-observed dataset (PODS) and com-

puted using the following formula from (Roux et al. 2016): R =
P(m > X | M)/[

∑m
1 P(Pm > X | i )] where P(Pm > X | i ) is

defined as the probability that a given dataset from the model m

is indeed classified as belonging to M above the threshold X by

the abc classifier.

A total of 10,000 PODS from each model were simulated

with parameters drawn from the same prior distribution. Then, the

ABC model choice procedure was run again but using the PODS

to compute their posterior probability. For the dataset generated

with ascertainment bias a total of 5000 PODS × 14 models was

simulated.

Parameter estimation and posterior predictive checks
For every robustly inferred model, parameter estimation was per-

formed using a logit transformation of the parameters and a tol-

erance of 0.001. The posterior probabilities of parameter values

were then estimated using the neural network procedure with

nonlinear regressions of the parameters on the summary statistics

using 50 feed-forwards neural networks and 15 hidden layers.

We then performed posterior predictive check (PPC) to assess the

goodness-of-fit of the best-supported model (Rougemont et al.

2016). We ran 2000 simulations for each locus using the joint

posterior parameter estimates in each comparison to generate

summary statistics and compare them to those empirically ob-

served in each dataset. The simulation pipeline was used again

to compute the P-value for each summary statistic to estimate

the fit.

Results
POPULATION GENOME-WIDE DIVERSITY

AND DIVERGENCE

Heterozygosity among Northern American populations

(Ho = 0.15) was almost half that observed in Europe

(Ho = 0.26; P-value <0.0001; Table S2). Global differentiation

across all populations was pronounced with a mean FST value of

0.379 (range 0.015–0.971, Fig. S1) and as expected, the mean

FST among European populations was lower (FST = 0.140,
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range 0.000–0.680) than that observed between continents.

The level of differentiation among Northern American pop-

ulations was almost half that observed in Europe (mean

FST = 0.0880, range: 0.000–1.000, Table S2). Based on the

AMOVA, 46% of variance was observed between continents

(P > 0.001), 47% of variance was observed within population

and 7% of variance was observed among populations within

continents.

INDIVIDUAL CLUSTERING

The PCA (Fig. 2A) revealed a separation between each continent

along the first axis explaining 31.68% of the variance, a pattern

consistent with the strong mean intercontinental FST value. While

all North American populations clustered together, the second axis

(2.30% of variance) separated European populations into three

major groups corresponding to an “Atlantic” group, a group from

the Northern Europe (Barents-White Sea) and a Baltic group. Plots

of axis 1 and 3 and axis 1 and 4 produced similar results as most

differentiation was driven by continental divergence (Fig. S2).

Projection of the axis 2 and 3 of the PCA captured 4% of variance;

(Fig. 2B) and separated the Baltic Sea populations from all others

while North American populations fell at the center of the axes

and the Atlantic populations clustered along the third axis with

a tendency toward a North–South organization. The separation

among the major European groups was best viewed when plotted

separately from North America (Fig. S3, 3d-PCA) that revealed

the closer proximity of the Baltic to the Barents-White Sea group

relative to the Atlantic group (axis 1 and axis 3), while the Barents-

White Sea was introgressed by the Atlantic group (axis 1) and

the isolation of the Baltic from other groups was apparent on

axis 2.

Results of population structure showed that estimating a sin-

gle fixed K was difficult (Fig. S4) as the cross-entropy crite-

rion decreases without apparent breaks indicating that several

clustering values could fit the data well. We therefore plot-

ted a diversity of solutions to avoid overinterpretation (Falush

et al. 2016) with a focus on the major groups reflecting histor-

ical grouping. A first change in the minimal cross-entropy cri-

terion was observed for K = 5 and K = 7 (Fig. S4). K = 5

revealed the same clustering as the PCA but with two groups in-

ferred in North America (Fig. S5). At K = 7 (Fig. 2C and bar

plot Fig. 2D), 42% of individuals showed a q-value <0.9 value

(Fig. 2D). The seven groups inferred corresponded to the “Baltic”

group (mean q-value = 0.99), the “Icelandic” group (mean q-

value = 0.99), the “Spanish group” (mean q-value = 0.97), the

“Atlantic” group (mean q-value = 0.82), the “Barents-White sea”

group (mean q-value = 0.86) a “Southern” group in America

(mean q-value = 0.82) and a Northern Group in America (mean

q-value = 0.85).

AMERICAN POPULATIONS WERE FOUNDED BY

MULTIPLE EUROPEAN SOURCES

Treemix analysis indicated a steady increase in the percentage of

variance of the covariance matrix explained as migration events

were added to the tree (Fig. S6). While 99.8% of variance in

the covariance matrix was already explained without migration

(Fig. 3A), this percentage increases for different number of mi-

gration edges. The P-value for each migration event was signif-

icant (P < 0.001) for up to 10 migrations events, demonstrating

that even if most of the history of divergence can be summarized

without gene flow, a more complex history of split and subse-

quent gene flow provided better fit to the data (Fig. 3B). This il-

lustrated potentially multiple migration events both between con-

tinents as well as within continent. (See Fig. S7 and Fig. S8 for

residuals).

While the fit of Treemix tree was improved with migra-

tion, we avoided direct interpretation of migration edges and fur-

ther used the f3-statistic to formally test for admixture. Out of

504 statistically significant tests, eight regional genetic groups

from North America and one from the Barents Sea (Tuloma

River) appeared significantly admixed with genetic background

from other groups (Table S3). The Baltic Sea was a source

of admixture towards the Barents Sea in 80% of the signifi-

cant tests. In North America, the most statistically significant

sources of admixture were the two southernmost North Amer-

ican population groups of Nova Scotia (NVS, 151) and Nar-

raguagus River (Nar, 153). Significant f3-tests of admixture into

North American populations always involved one European and

one American population, that is, no test involving two Eu-

ropean populations or two North American populations was

significant.

Spacemix results showed that geo-genetic maps without ad-

mixture largely recovered results expected from a simple PCA

(Fig. 2A vs Fig. 3C), however a model incorporating both ad-

mixture and migration provided additional information regard-

ing the demographic history of populations (Fig. 3D). A plot

of all possible admixture events would indicate that most pop-

ulations displayed limited amounts of admixture and occupy

a different geo-genetic position. Nevertheless, the visualization

of the geo-genetic map indicates that the admixture source of

several European populations (Suma, Pongoma, Tuloma, Tana,

Yapoma, Lebyazhya, Vindelaiven, Gaula, and Lardaiselva stems

from North American populations. Similarly, many North Ameri-

can populations displayed their admixture source located far away

from their geo-genetic location. Figure 3E illustrates the variance

in admixture estimates in each sampled location where Euro-

pean and North American populations displayed almost identical

admixture proportions (mean Europe = 0.090 [95%CI = 0.082–

0.111], mean North America = 0.101 [95%CI = 0.087–

0.117].
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Figure 2. Patterns of population genetic structure among all 2035 Atlantic salmon analyzed in this study. (A) Principal components

analysis with the first two axes plotted; (B) PCA of the axis 2 (horizontal) and 3 (vertical); (C) Spatial interpolation of population structure

inferred for K = 7 clusters. Each black dot represents a sample points. Colors depicts ancestry coefficient of the major groups. Spatial

interpolation of ancestry coefficient was obtained using a kriging method following Jay et al. (2012). We mapped only cluster with

the maximum local contribution to the observed ancestry on each point. Interpolation outside of the species range is not relevant for

interpretation. The associated barplot is provided in (D) where each vertical line represents an individual and each color represents a

genetic cluster. Individuals are sorted according to their membership probability. Major geographic areas are provided below the plot.

Results for additional K-values are provided in Figs. S4 and S5.
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Figure 3. Population admixture and sources of gene flow. (A) Admixture graph inferred with Treemix without migration and (B) m = 9

migration events. The x-axis represents the amount of genetic drift, proportional to Ne. Arrows depict admixture events and color

gradients indicate the strength of admixture. Details of population pooling are provided in Table S1 (C) Spacemix map inferred, without

admixture corresponding to a model of pure isolation by distance. Each name represents a sample site and the color gradient is made

according to each sample geographic position. The map broadly recovers the results of the PCA with American sample clustered on

the left side (blue gradients) and European samples clustered on the right side (red gradients). (D) Spacemix inferred geogenetic map

with admixture. Source of admixture are represented in italics and the original position of each sample points are in bold. For America,

original positions were removed for ease of interpretations and replaced by the “major groups” from which they belong. Arrows joins

the location of admixture source (in italics) to the current location of the sample, opacity of the arrow is a function of the amount of

admixture of the sample. Ellipses around each point represent the 95% CI of geogenetic locations. (E) Admixture proportions inferred

by Spacemix for each sampling locations with 95% CIs. Color scheme is the same as before with color gradient based upon geographic

position.
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DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY AND DIVERGENCE

Approximate Bayesian Computation was performed in 163 pair-

wise comparisons among populations. Demographic inference

was performed pairwise for the following reasons: (i) classic sce-

nario of divergence are generally compared between pairs of pop-

ulations; (ii) the number of parameters involved in a three or four

populations models including heterogeneous migration and ef-

fective population size becomes too large for the amount of data

that was available here. Thus, a total of 90 comparisons were per-

formed between the European and North American continents,

37 comparisons involved North American populations and 36

comparisons involved European populations from major groups

identified in previous analyses. Due to exponential increases in

computational time when accounting for ascertainment bias, we

tested the effect on a random subset of 45 pairwise comparisons

only.

MODEL SELECTION AND ROBUSTNESS

The most striking pattern emerging from the model selection

procedure was the high posterior probability for the secondary

contact model when averaged over the four declinations (Nho-

moMhomo, NheteroMhetero, NheteroMhomo, NhomoMhetero).

The median averaged over all comparisons was P(SC) = 0.99

(SD ± 0.091) (Table 1, Table S4). Accordingly, 84% of the com-

parisons displayed robustness > 0.950 and a posterior probabil-

ity of SC > 0.969. Also, comparisons between the homogenous

model (NhomoMhomo) and heterogeneous models showed that

models incorporating heterogeneity of either Ne, m, or of both

were largely favored, as indicated by higher posterior probabili-

ties (Table 1).

Testing for the effect of ascertainment bias revealed this had

no effect on the model choice procedure. Indeed, tests on a ran-

dom set of 45 comparisons between continents and between the

European and Baltic lineages, where we expected the effect to be

the greatest, consistently supported a model of secondary contact

with a median P(SC) = 0.986 (SD ± 0.126) (Figs. S9 and S10)

when averaged over all four alternatives models with a median ro-

bustness of 0.997 indicating that our inference can be confidently

considered. Finally, the abc model selection procedure performed

on the subset of markers discovered using both North American

and European samples reached the same conclusion on another

random set of 16 intercontinental comparisons with a median

P(SC) > 0.981 (SD ± 0.021; Table S5).

To test for the potential effect of contemporary admixture,

we ran another set of ABC analyses (n = 20) on a random sub-

set of individuals assigned to their genetic sampling site with

a q-value > 0.90. The P(SC) averaged over all comparisons

was > 0.93 (Table S6). Therefore, recent admixture due to human

stocking should have minimal effects on inferences.

PARAMETER ESTIMATIONS AND GOODNESS OF FIT

Demographic parameters were estimated for a subset of models

(n = 148) with robust inferences at a threshold posterior proba-

bilities � 0.865. Using PPC, we found that under the best model,

the simulation pipeline produced accurate estimates based on the

posterior distribution of 2000 newly simulated summary statistics.

The PPC indicated that π tended to be significantly different from

the observed value (P < 0.001) in 46 out 148 comparisons and the

average and standard deviation of the number of fixed differences

was also less accurately reproduced (n = 16/148, P < 0.001;

Table S7).

Posterior parameter estimates were well differentiated from

the prior for the time of secondary contact in 147 out of the 148

comparisons and indicated very recent secondary contacts as they

represented on average 1.3% of the split time between continents,

1.5% of the split time between populations within North America

and 0.7% between populations within Europe (Fig. 4). In contrast,

posterior estimates of split times were differentiated from the

priors in 13% of the comparisons only (Table S8). To refine

split times estimates the following complementary approach was

used. We identified for the 148 most robust comparisons the most

differentiated loci according to their FST values. All loci falling

outside the 95% (or 90% when all loci were fixed) percentile of

the FST distribution were sampled and parameters were estimated

under a model of strict isolation (SI) using the whole simulation

pipeline with a new set of one million simulations. Under the

genic view of speciation (Wu 2001), barrier loci harboring

various genetic incompatibilities are more likely to have been

resistant to introgression, and to display deeper coalescent times,

therefore having high FST values. In these conditions, a less

parameterized model of strict isolation appears as a parsimonious

alternative to estimate split time. Model choice performed in

a subset of the data (n = 60) revealed SI as the best model

except in 14 cases between continents. However, this was not

the case for within-continent comparisons, where SC always

remained the best model. For within-continent comparisons,

we found that posterior estimates of split times under SC were

systematically not differentiated from the prior except in four

cases and consequently not interpretable. Estimates of split time

under SI between continents revealed that divergence times

were accurately estimated in 65% of the comparisons (Table S9)

with a mean continental split time of 20.84 coalescent units

(Fig. S11).

Posterior estimates under the secondary contact model also

indicated a reduction in effective population size of the contem-

porary populations compared to the ancestral population size but

with large confidence intervals. Estimates of migration rate under

the secondary contact models produced large confidence intervals

in more than 50% of the comparisons making the interpretation

of those results not relevant (Table S8). The same was true for
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Table 1. Model selection results.

All models Best model

P(SI) P(AM) P(IM) P(SC) P(SC homo) P(SC hetero)

Within America 0.000 0.000 0.013 0.984 0.0040 0.9500
Between Continent 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.993 0.0115 0.9760
Within Europe 0.000 0.003 0.024 0.967 0.0385 0.8615

Median posterior probability for all models (left panel) and for the homogeneous versus heterogeneous version under the best model. Median computed

for all pairwise comparison under different geographical configuration.

estimates of the number of SNPs exhibiting reduced introgression

rates and reduced population size (Table S8, Fig. 4).

Discussion
The main goal of this study was to reconstruct the demographic

history of between-continent and within-continent divergence of

Atlantic salmon populations throughout its geographic distribu-

tion. To this end, an ABC framework was implemented taking into

account the potential effect of linked selection locally reducing

Ne and that of genetic barriers locally reducing the rate of effec-

tive gene flow (m). Demographic inferences strongly supported

a long period of geographic isolation, during which various pro-

cesses likely shaped the heterogeneous landscape of divergence

between them. Periods of isolation were subsequently followed

by widespread secondary contacts between continents as well

as within each continent that have contributed to the erosion of

genome-wide differentiation outside of genetic barriers.

EFFECT OF ASCERTAINMENT BIAS ON POPULATION

GENETIC INFERENCES

Because the SNP chip used in this study was developed using

mostly European populations of salmon from the Atlantic group,

the dataset generated from it potentially exhibits ascertainment

bias expected to particularly affect estimates of genetic diversity

in North American populations as well as in Baltic Sea popula-

tions, albeit to a lower extent. Nevertheless, the significant dif-

ferences in genetic diversity observed here was also observed by

Bourret et al. (2013) when using a subset of markers discovered in

both European and Canadian salmon as well as in previous studies

using other makers (e.g., microsatellites, mtDNA) that have also

revealed lower genetic diversity among North American popu-

lations (e.g., Verspoor et al. 1999, 2005; King et al. 2001, 2007;

Consuegra et al. 2002; Tonteri et al. 2007). Since neither clustering

methods (Guillot and Foll 2009) nor the Treemix and Spacemix

approach are designed to account for possible ascertainment bias,

we sought to explore how the ascertainment bias would impact

our demographic inference by taking advantage of the flexibility

of the ABC approach implemented here. Here, the ABC pipeline

indicated that results of model choice accounting for ascertain-

ment bias were the same as results that did not account for this

bias.

RESOLVING THE HISTORY OF ATLANTIC SALMON

POPULATION DIVERGENCE

One of the most striking patterns of our demographic inferences

was the unambiguous support for a scenario of long divergence

without gene flow followed by very recent episodes of secondary

contacts (approximately 1% of the total divergence time) in more

than 90% of our comparisons between continents as well as among

European and among North American populations. These long

periods of isolation followed by relatively small periods of sec-

ondary contacts provided the best conditions for robustly inferring

secondary contacts (Roux et al. 2016). This is because long sec-

ondary contact periods result in the loss of the isolation signal

(Barton and Hewitt 1985) and a situation of migration-drift equi-

librium with a semipermeable barrier to gene flow is more likely

to be attained (Endler 1977), as observed when reconstructing de-

mography using only putatively “neutral” markers (Bierne et al.

2013; Rougemont et al. 2016).

As mentioned above, we also observed a global reduction of

genetic diversity among North American populations. Accord-

ingly, Treemix analyses revealed higher levels of drift among

North American populations relative to European ones. These re-

sults therefore support the hypothesis that North American popu-

lations were established by ancestral European populations (King

et al. 2007), which raises several questions: how long have the

populations on each continent been isolated? When was the sec-

ondary contact initiated? What were the sources of colonization

of North America? What is the potential impact of these small

contemporary gene flow events on the genomic make up of con-

temporary populations?

We cannot provide direct absolute estimate of divergence

time in years without formulating assumptions regarding gen-

eration time and the unknown mutation rate. Nevertheless, esti-

mates of split time under SI, assuming a mean generation time

of four years (Palstra et al. 2009) and a Nref = 5000 (scaling
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Figure 4. Estimates of demographic parameters under the best secondary contact models. Mean values are provided and averaged

over all comparisons between continent, within American populations and within European populations. Bottom left panel depicts the

number of SNPs inferred by abc as behaving “neutrally” (i.e., number of SNPs with a nonreduced effective population size and number

of SNPs freely introgressing between populations).

factor in coalescent simulations) suggests that divergence be-

tween continents was initiated �1,670,000 YBP[95% credible

intervals = 1,564,000–1,764,000], while the secondary contact

between continental populations began � 13,400 years ago [95%

credible intervals = 1800–41,380]. Our estimates of split times

are therefore closer to those proposed by Nilsson et al. (2001

of > 1 million years than those of (King et al. 2007) who es-

timated the split between 600,000 and 700,000 years based on

mtDNA. These differences can be explained by the fact that the

authors assumed different substitution rates (1.2% per My in King

et al. (2007) vs 0.5–0.9% per My to the same data in Nilsson et al.

(2001)) and also used different genetic markers. Therefore, our

estimates suggested that continental divergence occurred during

the mid-Pleistocene that lasted from �2.58 MYA to �11,000

years ago (Gibbard et al. 2010). Accordingly, Atlantic salmon on

each continent would have been in strict isolation approximately

99% of their divergence time during the Quaternary, a period

where most of the earth surface was glaciated (Hewitt 2000). This

long continental isolation period has most likely facilitated the

accumulation of genetic incompatibility and is supported by the

observation of pronounced asymmetric outbreeding depression

at the second generation of hybridization, reflecting the expres-

sion of Dobzhanskhy–Muller incompatibilities (Cauwelier et al.

2012). Such a long period of isolation also apparently resulted

in karyotypic divergence between North American and European

populations (Hartley 1987; Lien et al. 2016). Therefore, Atlantic

salmon from each continent can be best described as partially

reproductively isolated species, separated by a semipermeable

barrier to gene flow, as reported in other fishes such as European

Seabass Dicentrarchus labrax (Tine et al. 2014), the European

Anchovy Egraulis encrasicolus (Le Moan et al. 2016), the Euro-

pean River and Brook Lampreys Lampetra fluvatilis and L. planeri

(Rougemont et al. 2017), or the Lake Whitefish (Coregonusclu-

peaformis; Rougeux et al. 2017). Our results also suggested that
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following this long phase of geographic isolation, intercontinen-

tal secondary contact would have occurred at the end of the last

glacial maxima (LGM), approximately 10,000–15,000 years ago.

This period was associated with major environmental changes

such as melting of ice sheets in North America and Europe, ac-

companied by an abrupt rise in sea levels as well as changes in

oceanic circulations and temperature warming (Clark et al. 2009;

Negre et al. 2010). These factors may have facilitated recent gene

flow over long distance and impacted the current distribution and

demographic history of species (Hewitt 1996; Bernatchez and

Wilson 1998).

DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF EUROPEAN

POPULATIONS

Bourret et al. (2013) previously documented a cline in allele fre-

quency at the majority of outlier loci when comparing the Baltic

versus Atlantic populations and the Barents-White versus Atlantic

populations, and the authors hypothesized that this reflected sec-

ondary contact between these European genetic groups (see also

Jeffery et al. 2017). Earlier studies have also proposed that Baltic

populations must have existed in a separate refugium located ei-

ther in the North Sea (Verspoor et al. 1999) or in the glacial lakes of

Eastern Europe (Consuegra et al. 2002; King et al. 2007), and an-

other refugium was suggested to have existed in Northern France

(Finnegan et al. 2013). These observations raise the question of

the number of historical refugia involved in the evolutionary his-

tory of Atlantic salmon. At first glance the three major clusters,

together with our ABC results suggest that three refugia existed.

However, our PCA using only European samples (Fig. S3) re-

vealed three clusters but with a closer proximity of the Baltic

and Barents-White Sea, with the latter having likely been more

strongly introgressed by salmon of the Atlantic group, a pattern

shared with many other fishes and marine invertebrates (Bierne

et al. 2011). This lends supports for another scenario proposed by

Bierne et al. (2011) who suggested that the Baltic and Barents-

White Sea clusters might have shared a common history in the

past and have been subdivided into two groups by the northward

colonization of a southern lineage. Under this scenario, only two

refugia would have existed rather than three and our data also lend

support for this scenario in which a global signal of postglacial

secondary contact is still retained.

These results have important implications for interpreting

genetic-environmental associations in this species. In particular,

while endogenous barriers are most easily accumulated in allopa-

try and form tension zones upon secondary contact, their cou-

pling with environmental barriers often stabilizes them (Barton

1979; Barton and Hewitt 1985) resulting in spurious genetic-

environmental associations that may incorrectly be interpreted as

local adaptation (Bierne et al. 2011). In the Baltic-Atlantic com-

parison, most of the differentiation observed in several species is

generally attributed to adaptation to environmental gradients (e.g.,

Johannesson and André 2006; Gaggiotti et al. 2009; Berg et al.

2015; Guo et al. 2015) under the hypothesis that the populations

have adapted after the establishment of the Baltic sea (<8000

years old). Here, our analysis indicates that this may not neces-

sarily be the case. Without rejecting a potential role of exogeneous

barriers, our results show that the null model of demographic his-

tory can well account for the observed pattern, as observed in

Drosophila melanogaster (e.g., Flatt 2016). We therefore propose

that for any species, reconstructing the demographic history oc-

curring along environmental gradients where hybrid zones have

been documented (e.g., Daguin et al. 2001; Bierne et al. 2003;

Riginos and Cunningham 2005; Nikula et al. 2008) will allow

constructing appropriate null model to better understand the rela-

tive role of demographic history versus environmental adaptation.

DEMOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF NORTH AMERICAN

POPULATIONS

Our inferences of broad patterns of population genetic structure

revealed the existence of two major North American groups ex-

hibiting a north-south clustering. Among those two groups, 32%

of all individuals displayed mixed membership probabilities. This

raises the same question as for European populations: does this

pattern of contemporary admixture reflect divergence with gene

flow or secondary contacts? Here, the ABC analysis between the

most differentiated groups provided strong support for secondary

contact. However, as for European populations, it was impossible

to estimate the timing of divergence of the groups as credible

intervals were too large. Second, we identified several European

populations as source of admixture together with several major

North American sources from the southern part of the range. This

suggests that throughout the species’ evolutionary history, the

colonization of North America by the ancestral European salmon

populations has neither been established by a single colonization

event nor by a single point of secondary contact. Interestingly,

the Narraguagus River is the southernmost sample from our study

and appears as the most extensive source of admixture in more

northern populations.

Our results also suggest that several colonization events from

different European populations led to intercontinental introgres-

sion into at least two major North American genetic groups. In-

deed, the inference of admixture from two ancestral European

branches into the Gaspésie and Anticosti areas further supports a

hypothesis of ancestral, multiple colonization events. Therefore,

we propose that North American populations most likely represent

a mixture of multiple European lineages that varies among popula-

tions. As such, our results do not support the hypothesis of a single

colonization event and single intercontinental secondary contact.

Instead, a model of multiple colonization and contacts seem more

plausible as was recently proposed to explain the colonization
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of North America by D. melanogaster (Bergland et al. 2016)

where North American populations would represent a mixture of

European and African lineages. Admittedly, it may seem para-

doxical to observe a lower genetic diversity of North American

populations in spite of potential admixture. However, we argue

that admixture resulting from different colonization events has

mainly proceeded through a series of founding events involving

only a few individuals successfully migrating to North America

each time. Under such a scenario, genetic drift would have al-

most certainly played a major role in reducing genetic diversity,

as suggested by the Treemix analysis. Finally, given the possible

(partial) genetic incompatibility between North American and Eu-

ropean genomes, it is plausible that the most recent (postglacial)

introgression events have been selected against resulting in little

change in the overall pattern of genetic diversity.

Our ABC modeling also suggests that following these colo-

nization events, spatial redistribution of European ancestral vari-

ants into North American rivers apparently resulted in a complex

signal of admixture integrating multiple signals of split and sec-

ondary contacts. Finally, as for Europe, results for North America

indicate that studies focusing on interpretation of local adaptation

may benefit from accounting for the possible confounding effects

of admixture in generating clines in allele frequencies (Kapun

et al. 2016).

EVIDENCE FOR GENOME WIDE HETEROGENEITY:

A POSSIBLE ROLE FOR LINKED SELECTION?

Another salient result of our study was that models incorporating

heterogeneity of either Ne, m or both to account for linked se-

lection outcompete models with homogeneous gene flow (except

in three out of 148 cases). It is increasingly recognized that in-

tegrating heterogeneity of introgression rate (m) in demographic

inferences increases the accuracy of model selection (Roux et al.

2013; Le Moan et al. 2016; Leroy et al. 2017; Rougemont et al.

2017) as genetic barriers to gene flow are known to reduce the ef-

fective rate of migration and to result in heterogeneous landscape

of differentiation. Roux et al. (2016) recently demonstrated the

importance of integrating local genomic variation in Ne to more

rigorously model variation in intensity of genetic hitchhiking or

to background selection (Charlesworth et al. 1993). More specif-

ically, they showed how neglecting one of these two components

can lead to false inferences about intensity of gene flow, local

variation in effective population size and ultimately impact on

model choice. Moreover, there is mounting evidence supporting

a role of linked selection in shaping heterogeneous landscape of

differentiation (Burri et al. 2015; Vijay et al. 2016, 2017) and that

gene flow is not always necessary to explain heterogeneous diver-

gence along the genome. Here, however, our modeling approach

suggests that gene flow associated with secondary contact has

played an important role by lowering genome-wide differentia-

tion outside of barrier loci. Admittedly, as most current modeling

approaches, our ABC framework does not allow distinguishing

the process underlying local variation in Ne. It is likely that dur-

ing most of the isolation period of Atlantic salmon, background

selection may have played a role, as inferred recently in Sea

Bass (Duranton et al. 2017). However, disentangling the relative

contribution of differential introgression, selective sweeps, and

background selection was beyond the scope of this study and

would require more data than those available so far in Atlantic

salmon.

Conclusions
Our results suggest that the demographic history of Atlantic

salmon was shaped by multiple secondary contacts both between

and within the North American and European continents. Multiple

contact zones from European populations in North America, fol-

lowed by widespread admixture and sorting of ancestral variation

seems the most likely scenario for the observed patterns. While

differential introgression across the genome certainly played a role

in shaping at the pattern of heterogeneous differentiation along

the genome, our results also point to a role for linked selection.

In these conditions, identifying targets of local adaptation will be

particularly challenging. Clearly, more extensive genome-wide

data with information about local variation in recombination rate

will be needed to address this issue. These data will also allow

drawing models of divergence with more than two populations and

will allow using a more appropriate null neutral model for detect-

ing targets of selection associated with local adaptation. Clearly,

disentangling real targets of adaptation from demographic and

other nonadaptive processes may be more challenging than has

been appreciated thus far.
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